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Workshops
give you

★
★
★
★
★
★

VISIBILITY
AUTHORITY
CONNECTION
IMPACT
INFLUENCE
PROFITS
Start Me Up with Speaking Club

Within most of my clients is a calling… you’re good
at what you do, and you have the heart of a
teacher. You want to help people, use your hardearned expertise to make a difference while you’re
here.
You are totally committed, motivated, and driven…
but you aren’t really interested in creating profits at
any cost.
You also aren’t interested in old-school, highpressure sales strategies that leave you feeling icky
at the end of the day..
You want to have a big impact, make a difference
with your expertise, and build a wildly successful
business with record-breaking revenue.
And you’re hoping that it is possible to attract
more leads & clients in way that honors your life:
your loved ones, your health, your happiness, and
of course… your values.
I find a lot of people are worried that it’s never
going to happen, believing that its just not
possible.

And here’s why…
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This might sound a kind of familiar…
You started a coaching or consulting business (or maybe you wrote book)
based on all the cool stuff you know— your expertise. You’re good at
what you do, and you have some revenue coming in, but you’re not
exactly breaking revenue records.
You have a sneaking suspicion you could do more, help more people,
make a bigger difference, if only you knew how to get more visible.
You have a few clients, and they totally dig working with you. You’re
serving them at a high level, and they’re getting great results. You want
more of this!
But unfortunately, right now your business feels a bit like a being on a
hamster wheel. You bring a client in, then you bring in a another new
client, but then your first client’s contract runs out, and now you’re back
to the beginning again. Zero progress.
Ugh. You’re working hard, but it feels like you’re spinning your wheels. And
now even though you’re good at what you do, you’re starting to feel
down & out.
You know that a one-to-many model would likely help with this… you’ve
considered speaking, leading a webinar, or maybe hosting a little
workshop, but you don’t exactly know how to make it work for YOU and
your business.
Will people show up? Will people want to listen to you? And even if they
did show up, you’re not totally sure you could turn that group of
strangers into paying clients after all. Well take a deep breath because
you’re not alone.

Here’s the hot mess I got myself into…

I used to host workshops regularly and sadly,
I only generated a few thousand dollars a month.
I’m Kristin Thompson, Founder of SpeakServeGrow and creator of popular
programs like Rock Your Talk, Command Any Room, and The Rise Live Event.
A while back, the economy was in the dumpster and my business was right
there with it. We had tons of bills from a high risk pregnancy & hospital stay for
me and our son, and then the icing on the cake, my husband got laid off. It was a
scary time with a newborn baby at home.
My husband happens to be a totally brilliant network engineer. So amazingly, in
the worst job market ever, he immediately got a new job. That stopped the
money leaks, but it wasn’t going to get us out the hole we were in. And I was
making LESS than $30k a year before taxes, so I wasn’t really helping.
I was making some critical mistakes that were holding me back.
I was speaking to groups and organizations (a great idea by the way), but I didn’t
have the right strategy to convert sales. So I was getting more compliments
than paying clients. Big problem.
My only “product” was a workshop and I was making a big mistake with my
strategy. So I’d make some money selling tickets to the workshop, then I’d lead the
workshop, and then my income started from ZERO again. I was scraping
together each month’s revenue as it came.
And God help me if I got sick, because every part of the equation required me to
be working. It made me feel like I wasn’t successful- when really I just didn’t have
the right structure.
And I didn’t really know how I could be myself, care about my clients, be a good
mom, and grow my business all at the same time.

It seemed impossible until a few critical shifts changed everything.

When you love what you do + you’re helping people
+ and you have the RIGHT strategy…..

$30k year can turn into a $30,000.00 month, week, or day!
The Rock Your Talk program (which is the course that ALL my
clients go through now) walks you through the five keys I finally
uncovered that skyrocketed my business from $30k a year to
$30,000.00 hours— without skyrocketing my work schedule.
In fact, I’ve led one-hour talks and webinars that generated
$10,000.00, $30,000.00, $50,000.00 even $100.000.00.
I’ve led workshops and online programs that generated multiple
six figures. These are numbers that once boggled my mind. Crazy,
right!?
The “secret” is in combining your personality & your expertise into
a system (a message really) that will become the engine of your
business.
We’re going to use your message to get you highly visible AND it
will be structured properly to convert clients (in a leveraged
way) all at the same time!

Use the Right Strategy
I went from $3k to $18K in sales with one strategy change at this workshop.

We’ll cover this
in the live class

THE RISE LIVE EVENT
NET MULTIPLE SIX FIGURES
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ONE DAY
EVENT SCHEDULE
9a-10:30a

HighLevel
Connect Room

Break
11am-12:30

Deeper Content with
Wow Factor

LUNCH
1:45-3:30p

Content Leading into
Offer

Sales Break
4:00-5:30

Reposition Offer, Answer
Questions, Wrap Up &
Repeat pitch
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3-DAY
EVENT SCHEDULE
DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

9a-10:30

9a-10:30

9a-10:30

break

break

break

11a-12:30

11a-12:30

RePITCH

LUNCH

LUNCH

LUNCH

2p-3:30p

PITCH

2p-3:30

break

break

break

4:00-5:30 4:00-5:30 4:00-5:30
High Level
Exciting Content
Build Connection

Deeper Content Repitch & Rally
Best Content Pull it all together
Offer
Set up next steps

SAMPLE Two DAY
EVENT SCHEDULE & CONTENT PLANNER
DAY 1
9a-10:30

Welcome & Interactive Content

DAY 2
9a-10:30 Deeper Hot Content.

break
11a-12:30

High level content excitement

LUNCH
2p-3:30p

connect room & get deeper

break
Content & PITCH
LUNCH
2p-3:30

Reposition offer & teach

break

break

4:00-5:30 ah’’s, decisions & prep for D2

4:00-5:30 Wrap up, Rally the room, & last
call for offer
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Workshop Content Flow
(the emotional journey)
Address Objections
Ask to Rise Up
Showing Me How
Make the Offer
Content Gets Deeper
Address Objections
Plant Seeds for Next Step
Content Gets Juicy
Feeling Good
Optimistic
Set the Stage
Big Picture
Create Connection

How peopl
e feel mat
ters.
It sets yo
better res u up for
ults and s
ales.
Recap Offer
Hold Space
Action Plan
End on
“Taking Action”

Energy of the
Workshop Room
Over the Course
of the Day.
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Post Workshop
Follow Up

Let’s Rock It Out…

LLL

Let’s

Rock Your Workshop
(and live events)

★

Choose Your Workshop
Revenue Goal

★

Choose the Right Topic to
Boost Sales

★

Create Your Plan to Fill the
Room

★

Craft a Hot Offer You’ll Be
Excited to Share

★

Have a Plan & Strategy to
Make Your Offer
Confidently & Comfortably

Always remember to seek to serve
& have a great time.
We’ll Rock Your Talk,

Workshop & Revenue

Inside the Start Me Up
with Speaking Club!
RockYourWorkshop.com

